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The Strengths of Black Families
2003
hill a black social scientist and research director of the
national urban league discloses the weaknesses of previous
biased studies on the black family and looks at five traits
which characterize thriving black families strong kinship
bonds strong work orientation adaptability of family roles
strong achievement orientation and strong religious
orientation annotation c 2003 book news inc portland or
booknews com

Black Families 1981-12
following the success of its best selling predecessors the
fourth edition of black families retains several now classic
contributions while including updated versions of earlier
chapters and many entirely new chapters editor harriette
pipes mcadoo has once again compiled the most complete
assessment of black families available in both depth and
breadth of coverage key features includes new and updated
material the superseding goal for each revision of this core
text has been to focus on positive dimensions of african
american families most authors have updated their
chapters and this fourth edition also includes new chapters
on topics such as religious dimensions the role of funerals in
black communities breast cancer prevention and much
more offers cross disciplinary coverage the book boasts
contributions from such fields as family studies
anthropology education psychology social work and public
policy chapters are grouped into seven parts covering
history theoretical conceptions religion family patterns
socialization gender relations and public policy numerous
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references guide readers to more in depth discussion of
specific topics provides respected authorship authorship
includes such leaders and esteemed elders as john hope
franklin william pipes wade nobles john ogbu marie peters
marian wright edelman and robert staples among others in
addition the fourth edition features new chapters by
maulana karenga and tiamoyo karenga darlene clark hine
pamela martin latrese adkins karen williams and monica
mouton sanders book jacket

Extended Family in Black Societies
2011-05-12
collecting her family s own stories and photographs kathryn
morgan has brought to life the attempts of five generations
of black women to cope with the fears angers and anxieties
of life in a hostile white society compiled in three parts the
caddy legends childhood reminiscences and maggie s
memories of color and race these tales are written in the
southern black oral tradition and were told and re told as
emotional buffers against an inherently inhuman situation
according to the author family folklore was the antidote
used by our parents grandparents and great grandparents
to help us counteract the poison of self hate engendered by
racism the two principal warriors in these stories are caddy
the author s great grandmother slave born fountainhead of
the family s oral tradition and maggie the author s mother
who could often pass because her skin was so light through
their recollections we receive an intense portrayal of
everyday black life in a variety of settings and periods as
well as characters and personalities from caddy s home in
lynchburg virginia to the successive generations that
settled in north philadelphia the psychological effects of
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emotional and physical segregation are recounted in many
telling and ironic episodes stories such as how caddy found
her mother the whipping and the promise and god and lice
are profound in the truths they reveal attempting to make
the family s past applicable to the present the stories
invariably had the function of bolstering the individual s self
esteem the fifteen photographs included in the book help
introduce the reader to the morgan family too often
traditional scholarship has presented black family life only
in statistical aggregates or as a social problem children of
strangersis a new kind of evidence about black urban and
ethnic life it provides striking insights into the successful
strategies used by black families to raise their children in a
white dominated world author note kathryn l
morganteaches history at swarthmore college

Children of Strangers 1980
with numerous selections designed to reinforce the goal of
empowering clients to take charge of their lives this revised
and updated second edition of the black family serves a two
fold purpose it extends the small but growing body of
strength oriented literature to include african american
families and it serves as a natural extension of current texts
on african american families to provide social workers and
the education community with a broader framework for
understanding the needs of black families offering both a
research orientation and a practice perspective this book
should appeal to social work educators and practitioners
involved in family services health and mental health
settings and child and public welfare
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Black and White Families 1985
most studies of black families have had a problem focus
offering a narrow view of important issues such as out of
wedlock births single parent families and childhood poverty
family life in black america moves away from this negative
perspective and instead deals with a wide range of issues
including sexuality procreation infancy adulthood
adolescence cohabitation parenting grandparenting and
ageing a fresh aspect of this book is the amount of diversity
it reveals within black families and the forces that shape
limit and enhance them

The Black Family 2018-05-04
charles willie and richard reddick s a new look at black
families has introduced thousands of students to the
intricacies of the black family in american society since its
publication in 1976 using a case study approach willie and
reddick show the varieties of the black family experience
and how those experiences vary by socioeconomic status in
addition to examining families of low income working and
middle classes the authors also look to the family
experiences of highly successful african americans to try to
identify the elements of the family environment leading to
success the authors puncture the myth of the black
matriarchy prevalent in the popular imagination and they
explore a variety of family configurations including a family
with same gender parents the sixth edition has been
reorganized and updated throughout the new part iii cases
against and for black men and women unites two chapters
from previous editions into a cohesive discussion of
stereotypes and misunderstandings from both scholars and
the mass media also a new chapter on the obama family
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offers support for cross gender and cross racial mentoring
and it demonstrates the value of extended family relations

Family Life in Black America
1997-08-13
in the fifteen chapters that comprise this comprehensive
look at the black family today each of the contributors deals
with an aspect of family life that pertains especially to the
black community the topics include the extended family
single female parenting teenagers male female
relationships the role of the church pastoral counseling
marital counseling sexuality money management sexual
abuse drug abuse and evangelizing the black male

A New Look at Black Families
2010-02-16
misunderstood and stereotyped the black family in america
has been viewed by some as pathologically weak while
others have acclaimed its resilience and strength those who
have drawn these conflicting conclusions have gnerally
focused on the nuclear family husband wife and dependent
children but as elmer and joanne martin point out in this
revealing book a unit of this kind often is not the center of
black family life what appear to be fatherless broken homes
in our cities may really be vital parts of strong and flexible
extended families based hundreds of miles away usually in
a rural area through their eight year study of some thirty
extended families the martins find that economic pressures
including federal tax and welfare laws have begun to make
the extended family s flexibility into a liability that
threatens its future
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The Black Family 1991
many of the articles in this edition are new delving into such
areas as welfare reform stress and male female
relationships the movement to redefine the racial labels of
blacks with a recent biracial heritage and sexual risk taking
explanded sections on parenting marriage and divorce and
family violence focus your attention on these key areas of
current interest

The Black Extended Family
1980-02-15
following the success of its best selling predecessors the
fourth edition of harriette pipes mcadoo s black families
retains several now classic contributions while including
updated versions of earlier chapters and many entirely new
chapters the goal through each revision of this core text has
been to compile a book that focuses on positive dimensions
of african american families the book remains the most
complete assessment of black families available in both
depth and breadth of coverage cross disciplinary in nature
the book boasts contributions from such fields as family
studies anthropology education psychology social work and
public policy

The Black Family 1999
with numerous selections designed to reinforce the goal of
empowering clients to take charge of their lives this revised
and updated second edition of the black family serves a two
fold purpose it extends the small but growing body of
strength oriented literature to include african american
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families and it serves as a natural extension of current texts
on african american families to provide social workers and
the education community with a broader framework for
understanding the needs of black families offering both a
research orientation and a practice perspective this book
should appeal to social work educators and practitioners
involved in family services health and mental health
settings and child and public welfare

Black Families 2006-08-10
situated within today s changing racial demographics family
history in black and white a novel traces two competitors
one white and one black for the same position both are
urban high school principals ultimately both must reckon
with a surprising twist in their histories

The Black Family in Modern Society
1971
the ups and downs about adoption and having a black and
white family it took two years to adopt my boys one minute
the foster mom wanted them and the next she didn t the
tribulation our family went through when we tried to adopt
two girls and there is some racial issues we have already
endured with people that call themselves religious

The Black Family 2001
neither black nor white the saga of an american family is a
historical novel which traces the history of the hadnot
family from gloucester england in 1585 to new orleans with
the birth of lucille catherine celia hughes hadnot the
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matriarch of six families it is the true story of a black family
who were never enslaved but owners of slaves a tale of a
people who regarded themselves as neither black nor white
it is a story of family one black and the other white both
related by a common ancestor named john hadnot this
novel by joseph e holloway is compelling reading which
explores black culture history jim crow as well as issues of
colorism book jacket

Family History in Black and White
2021-04-06
bart landry s black working wives is a very comprehensive
account of the family revolution in america i learned a great
deal reading this thoughtful book landry s discussion of the
dual career marriages of black women decades before the
feminist revolution and the lessons they provide not only for
understanding dynamic changes in american families but
also for anticipating the future of the modern two career
family is insightful and persuasive william julius wilson
author of the bridge over the racial divide bart landry s
black working wives is a perceptive analysis that connects
the historical circumstances of black women to the
transformation of modern american family structures this is
an important contribution which should engage general
readers students and public policy leaders and deepen our
understanding of the origins and value of the dual career
family darlene clark hine author of speak truth to power
landry blends history demography and contemporary social
analysis to illuminate the form and function of african
american families over time he does a particularly good job
of describing how decades ago middle class black families
prefigured the relatively egalitarian two wage earner
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households that are so common today an incisive and
rewarding book jacqueline jones author of american work
this is first rate engaging provocative solid scholarship i
enthusiastically recommend it walter r allen university of
california los angeles landry has made a significant
contribution to an existing body of literature on the family
and race and more important he has advanced a position
that is not present in that literature troy duster university of
california berkeley and new york university a very important
book that contributes vitally to the small but growing
literature on african american women and their agency in
making lives for themselves and their families and in
shaping american society cheryl townsend gilkes colby
college

My Black and White Family
2010-09-02
a powerful story about the marriage of a black man and a
white woman this volume offers a poignant and sometimes
painful look at what it was like to be an interracial couple in
the united states from the early 1940s to the mid 1990s

Neither Black Nor White 2003
this updated edition of the classic book black families at the
crossroads offers a comprehensive examination of the
diverse and complex issues surrounding black families
leanor boulin johnson and robert staples combine more
than sixty years of writing and research on black families to
offer insights into the pre slavery development of the black
middle class internal processes that affect all class strata
among black american families the impact of race on
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modern black immigrant families the interaction of external
forces and internal norms at each stage of the black family
life cycle and public policies that provide challenges and
promising prospects for the continuing resilience of the
black family as an american institution this thoroughly
revised edition features new research including empirical
studies and theoretical applications and a review of
significant social polices and economic changes in the past
decade and their impact on black families

Our Black Family in America 1960
shhhhh what goes on in this family stays in this family
momma begonia black means just that a secret including
her own join the blacks as they embark on one escapade
after another momma begonia voice tells the story of her
family as they all weave a trail through their community
with sex wit joy love and murder we all have secrets most
of which stay in the closetnot the blacks their secrets seem
to jump right out and formally introduce themselves enjoy
god is good all the time

Black Working Wives 2000
this volume focuses on the black family in the united states
and the social forces and issues that affect it including
education healthcare racism poverty and politics it
examines the effects of these social forces on individuals as
well as families contributions are varied a biscuit for a letter
examines education in the antebellum south black
intellectuals on trial and africans perspectives on race in the
us both analyse the role of race and racism in america
feminization of poverty and the black family illustrates the
double burden of race and gender borne by black women it
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s gotta be some drama analyses the televised depiction of
black colleges and universities african centred research
frameworks studies the importance of cultural awareness in
academia work to be done recounts the activism of black
women in the democratic party this volume offers an
interdisciplinary approach to study of the black family in the
united states taking into account the forces of the larger
society that influence it the black family and society is the
most recent volume in transaction s africana studies series

Family Life in Black America 1997
this 20th anniversary edition of a modern classic by a
leading black sociologist coincides with a rising awareness
of how closely the fate of black families in america is
related to the ultimate fate of america itself over 70 000
sold in previous editions

Marriage Beyond Black and White
2002
mary black s family quilts includes a foreword by michael
owen jones professor of culture and performance university
of california los angeles and author of craftsman of the
cumberlands tradition and creativity

Black Families at the Crossroads
2004-09-24
yet it is less martin s own personal history than that of his
family both paternal and maternal that makes this narrative
vital for those who would understand the african american
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experience west of the mississippi after avid genealogical
research and the generous memory sharing of relatives
martin has crafted the story of his forebears from
emancipation to their exodus from the south and texas
begun even before the great black migrations that occurred
around the two world wars as martin explains it he and his
brother arrived on the scene at the confluence of these
family streams in time to catch a ride to the shining sea
martin reveals his family s struggles and triumphs as they
embrace their new life in the western united states students
scholars and interested general readers of modern african
american history and sociology will be greatly rewarded by
reading this warm and vivid personal and family memoir
jacket

Black Family 1999
this book showcases existing problems within the african
american community that are exacerbated by its over
reliance on a very flawed child support system bestselling
author and social critic demico boothe shares his personal
story of being wrongfully convicted of a crime being sent to
federal prison and coming out of prison only to have to
immediately deal with a hostile child support system that
seemed intent on sending him back to prison over money
he didn t have boothe shares how the current child support
system poorly served him and his family and identifies and
analyzes many areas within the system that need fixing
boothe identifies racism emotionalism anti male feminism
and profit motive as the main driving forces of the u s child
support system not the bettering of the welfare of children
upon finding that unemployed and underemployed black
fathers are disproportionately the recipients of the worst
punitive actions that the system has to offer due to
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economic and racial reasons boothe decided to pen a book
about it hoping to shed some much needed light on this
issue important facts and in book points of discussion about
the u s child support system and the black family over 115
billion dollars is currently owed to the government in back
child support and associated fees mostly by poor black
fathers the u s child support system began formation in the
early 1800 s and was originally designated for white women
only and has since only been updated to incorporate more
punitive enforcement actions that are now levied
disproportionately against poor black fathers the child
support system has been instrumental in the much talked
about breakdown and dwindling of the two parent black
family household since the late 1970 s the child support
system prioritizes payments over parentage when it comes
to fathers while nearly 70 of all black children in the u s are
raised in households headed by single women the u s child
support system actively serves as a form of probationary
surveillance on poor fathers the u s child support system is
openly anti family and anti male the american feminist
movement which started in the early 1800 s as a white
women only movement that sought to create more
economic parity and equity between white men and women
is largely responsible for the anti male slant within the u s
child support system the u s child support system helped
create the false deadbeat dad stereotype that the
mainstream media often only relegates to black men the u
s child support system helped create the bitter baby mama
syndrome in the black community federal and state
governments reap multilevel economic profits via the u s
child support system
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Black Family Secrets 2016-05-26
intimate and honest essays on motherhood marriage love
and acceptance brown white black is a portrait of nishta j
mehra s family her wife who is white her adopted child shiv
who is black and their experiences dealing with america s
rigid ideas of race gender and sexuality her clear eyed and
incisive writing on her family s daily struggle to make space
for themselves amid racial intolerance and stereotypes
personalizes some of america s most fraught issues mehra
writes candidly about her efforts to protect and shelter shiv
from racial slurs on the playground and from intrusive
questions by strangers while educating her child on the
realities and dangers of being black in america in other
essays she discusses growing up in the racially polarized
city of memphis coming out as queer being an adoptive
mother who is brown and what it s like to be constantly
confronted by people s confusion concern and expectations
about her child and her family above all mehra argues
passionately for a more nuanced and compassionate
understanding of identity and family both poignant and
challenging brown white black is a remarkable portrait of a
loving family on the front lines of some of the most highly
charged conversations in our culture

The Black Family and Society
2017-09-08
this timely volume presents powerful stories told by black
families and students who have successfully negotiated a
racially fraught affluent and diverse suburban school district
in america to illustrate how they have strategically
contested sanctioned racist practices and forged a path for
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students to achieve a high quality education drawing on
rich qualitative data collected through interviews and
interactions with parents and kin students community
activists and educators family engagement in black
students academic success chronicles how pride in black
american family history and values students personal
capabilities and their often collective proactive challenges
to systemic and personal racism shape students academic
engagement familial and collective cultural wealth of the
black community emerges as a central driver in students
successful achievement finally the text puts forward key
recommendations to demonstrate how incorporating the
knowledge and voices of black families in school decision
making remaining critically conscious of race and racial
history in everyday actions and longer term policy and
pursuing collective strategies for social justice in education
will help eliminate current opportunity gaps and will
counteract the master narrative of underachievement ever
present in america this volume will be of interest to
students scholars and academics with an interest in matters
of social justice equity and equality of opportunity in
education for black americans in addition the text offers key
insights for school authorities in building effective working
relationships with black american families to support the
high achievement of black students in k 12 education

The Black Family 1971
the complex issues of race and politics in nineteenth
century texas may be nowhere more dramatically embodied
than in three generations of the family of norris wright
cuney mulatto labor and political leader douglas hales
explores the birthright cuney received from his white
plantation owner father philip cuney and the way his
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heritage played out in the life of his daughter maud cuney
hare this intergenerational study casts light on the
experience of race in the south before emancipation after
reconstruction and in the diaspora that eventually led
cultural leaders of african american heritage into the cities
of the north most texas history books name norris wright
cuney as one of the most influential african american
politicians in nineteenth century texas but they tell little
about him beyond his elected positions in the cuneys
douglas hales not only fills in the details of cuney s life and
contributions but places him in the context of his family s
generations a politically active plantation owner and
slaveholder in austin county philip cuney participated in the
annexation of texas to the united states and supported the
role of slavery and cotton in the developing economy of the
new state wealthy and powerful he fathered eight slave
children whom he later freed and saw educated hales
explores how and why cuney differed from other planters of
his time and place he then turns to the better known norris
wright cuney to study how the black elite worked for
political and economic opportunity in the reactionary period
that followed reconstruction in the south cuney led the
texas republican party in those turbulent years and through
his position as collection of customs at galveston distributed
federal patronage to both white and black texans as the
most powerful african american in texas and arguably in the
entire south cuney became the focal point of white hostility
from both democrats and members of the lily white faction
of his own party his effective leadership won not only
continued office for him but also a position of power within
the republican party for texas blacks at a time when the
party of lincoln repudiated african americans in many other
southern states from his position on the galveston city
council cuney worked tirelessly for african american
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education and challenged the domination of white labor
within the growing unions norris wright cuney s daughter
maud who was graced with a prestigious education pursued
a successful career in the arts as a concert pianist
musicologist and playwright a friend of w e b du bois she
became actively involved in the racial uplift movement of
the early twentieth century hales illuminates her role in the
intellectual and political awakening of black america that
culminated in the harlem renaissance of the 1920s he
adroitly explores her decision against passing as white and
her commitment to uplift through these three members of a
single mixed race family douglas hales gives insight into the
issues challenges and strengths of individuals his work adds
an important chapter to the history of texas and of african
americans more broadly

Black Families in White America
1988
life in the old south has always fascinated americans
whether in the mythical portrayals of the planter elite from
fiction such as gone with the wind or in historical studies
that look inside the slave cabin now brenda e stevenson
presents a reality far more gripping than popular legend
even as she challenges the conventional wisdom of
academic historians life in black and white provides a
panoramic portrait of family and community life in and
around loudoun county virginia weaving the fascinating
personal stories of planters and slaves of free blacks and
poor to middling whites into a powerful portrait of southern
society from the mid eighteenth century to the civil war
loudoun county and its vicinity encapsulated the full sweep
of southern life here the region s most illustrious families
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the lees masons carters monroes and peytons helped forge
southern traditions and attitudes that became characteristic
of the entire region while mingling with yeoman farmers of
german scotch irish and irish descent and free black
families who lived alongside abolitionist quakers and
thousands of slaves stevenson brilliantly recounts their
stories as she builds the complex picture of their
intertwined lives revealing how their combined histories
guaranteed loudon s role in important state regional and
national events and controversies both the declaration of
independence and the u s constitution for example were
hidden at a local plantation during the war of 1812 james
monroe wrote his famous doctrine at his loudon estate the
area also was the birthplace of celebrated fugitive slave
daniel dangerfield the home of john janney chairman of the
virginia secession convention a center for underground
railroad activities and the location of john brown s infamous
1859 raid at harpers ferry in exploring the central role of
the family brenda stevenson offers a wealth of insight we
look into the lives of upper class women who bore the
oppressive weight of marriage and motherhood as practiced
in the south and the equally burdensome roles of their
husbands whose honor was tied to their ability to support
and lead regardless of their personal preference the
yeoman farm family s struggle for respectability and the
marginal economic existence of free blacks and its
undermining influence on their family life most important
stevenson breaks new ground in her depiction of slave
family life following the lead of historian herbert gutman
most scholars have accepted the idea that like white slaves
embraced the nuclear family both as a living reality and an
ideal stevenson destroys this notion showing that the harsh
realities of slavery even for those who belonged to such
attentive masters as george washington allowed little
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possibility of a nuclear family far more important were
extended kin networks and female headed households
meticulously researched insightful and moving life in black
and white offers our most detailed portrait yet of the reality
of southern life it forever changes our understanding of
family and race relations during the reign of the peculiar
institution in the american south

The Black Family 1974
too many black americans live in neighborhoods that are
filled with gun violence dysfunctional and abusive families
and children with deficient academic and behavioral skills
instead of engaging in an open minded search for solutions
too many pundits and politicians are content to point their
fingers at systemic racism while dismissing individual effort
and traditional measures of merit as part and parcel of a
system that is irredeemably broken in the state of the black
family the economist robert cherry presents a blueprint for
a robust set of policies that can break the cycle of
intergenerational poverty and move these families forward
by providing direct family support practical educational
approaches housing policies to reinvigorate neighborhoods
and on ramps to higher paying jobs an approach that
enjoyed a broad consensus before leftwing social justice
themes hijacked the conversation

Poverty and Hunger in the Black
Family 1986
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Family Life and Morality 1980

Mary Black's Family Quilts 2005

On the Move: a Black Family's
Western Saga 2009-02-10

The U.S. Child Support System and
The Black Family: 2018-03-15

Brown White Black 2019-02-05

Family Engagement in Black
Students’ Academic Success
2021-03-15

A Southern Family in White and
Black 2002-12-06

Life in Black and White 1997-11-06
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The Black Family 1989

The State of the Black Family
2023-03-07

Mending the World 2004
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